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This paper describes a new framework for the simulation of aircraft flyover noise 
through a non-standard atmosphere. Central to the framework is a ray-tracing algorithm 
which defines multiple curved propagation paths, if the atmosphere allows, between the 
moving source and listener. Because each path has a different emission angle, synthesis of 
the sound at the source must be performed independently for each path. The time delay, 
spreading loss and absorption (ground and atmosphere) are integrated along each path, and 
applied to each synthesized aircraft noise source to simulate a flyover. A final step assigns 
each resulting signal to its corresponding receiver angle for the simulation of a flyover in a 
virtual reality environment. Spectrograms of the results from a straight path and a curved 
path modeling assumption are shown. When the aircraft is at close range, the straight path 
results are valid. Differences appear especially when the source is relatively far away at 
shallow elevation angles. These differences, however, are not significant in common sound 
metrics. While the framework used in this work performs off-line processing, it is conducive 
to real-time implementation.  
Nomenclature 
ceff = effective speed of sound 
f = frequency  
Ldiff = loss due to diffraction 
R = molar gas constant 
T = temperature 
Vw = wind velocity 
γ = adiabatic index 
ψ = propagation direction 
φ = wind direction 
I. Introduction 
ESPITE the fact that aircraft noise has been reduced over the years, new designs for even quieter aircraft are 
being considered.1,2 Because annoyance to both current and future aircraft may not be well captured by 
integrated noise metrics, there is a need for subjective assessments of individual flyovers. While many empirical and 
physics based methods are available to compute component and system noise,3-6 their output is generally geared at 
producing frequency domain predictions or noise contours which are not well suited for subjective evaluation. 
Therefore, prediction-based noise synthesis is required to evaluate new designs (inclusive of changes to both source 
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and operations) based on subjective measures. Subjective evaluations of aircraft flyover noise are not common in the 
design phase, but can give valuable information regarding the impact of design changes, e.g. alternative 
configurations or operations. 
Simulation of aircraft flyover noise is also an effective tool to communicate noise impact to stakeholders. 
Community noise is a global topic as airport authorities are confronted with the conflicting requirements of more 
stringent noise regulations while increasing the number of operations. They need tools to communicate with 
neighbors of airports on aircraft noise. Neighboring communities often struggle to understand the impact of new 
aircraft, procedures or atmospheric conditions on their sound exposure, and would benefit from audible (and visual) 
demonstrations of future situations in addition to noise exposure maps. For example, simulation of new arrival or 
departure procedures7 would allow airports to explore ways of minimizing impact to the community whilst 
maximizing capacity. 
A virtual reality environment for the simulation of aircraft flyover noise was first created by the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) using ground-based, monaural recordings of actual aircraft flyover 
events.8 To assess future designs and to pre-evaluate future operational changes or varying atmospheric conditions, 
aircraft source noise must be synthesized. To that end, subsequent developments were geared toward component 
noise synthesis of various source components (jet, fan, rotary wing) using frequency and time domain predictions, 
and to the flyover simulation thereof.9-12 Most recently, the National Aerospace Laboratory (NLR) described its 
latest efforts in creating an integrated tool chain13 inclusive of noise prediction and estimation of the effects of 
realistic atmospheric propagation.  
The strength of the synthesis and simulation codes developed at both organizations is that measurements of 
flyover noise are not needed, unlike other recording-based methods.8,14 As such, the laboratory environment allows 
the controlled testing of a variety of parameters without the need for costly flight test measurements. The limitations 
to the approach are the necessity to have good source noise prediction tools for synthesis and the challenge to 
accurately capture the propagation effects in the simulation. In particular, curved propagation paths associated with 
any non-uniform atmosphere affect not only the integrated atmospheric and ground plane absorption, time delay, 
and spreading loss along the curved path, but also the emission angle and the receiver angle, which govern the 
source noise and where it appears to come from, respectively. To overcome these limitations, NASA and the NLR 
adopted a new framework to allow evaluation of novel source prediction tools, new aircraft designs, aircraft 
procedures and atmospheric propagation codes for aircraft operating in non-standard atmospheres.  The new 
framework is common to both organizations to facilitate collaborative development. 
This paper focuses on the creation of this new simulation framework. Details are provided with respect to the 
first working prototype and on the implemented propagation method. Future research directions are highlighted 
based on the conclusions from the current study. 
II. Simulation Framework 
A. Review of the prior approach 
Until this time, there were two simulation frameworks in place at the NASA and NLR. The Community Noise 
Test Environment (CNoTE),9,10 was developed at NASA using a source-path-receiver paradigm. By treating the 
aircraft noise source as a compact acoustic source, the noise received at a listener in the far-field can be described as 
coming from a single emission angle. The emission angle, and its receiver angle complement, are determined by the 
instantaneous straight-line path between the source and listener. Source noise synthesis amounts to generating an 
emission angle specific pressure time history at the moving source,9-11 based on source directivities from predictive 
programs like ANOPP.15 The atmospheric propagation along the straight-line path takes into account time-varying 
spherical spreading loss, atmospheric and ground-plane absorption and time delay (simulating the Doppler effect). 
Finally, the receiver processing takes the listener orientation into account and applies binaural simulation using 
Head Related Transfer Functions (HRTF)16 for playback over headphones, or vector base amplitude panning 
(VBAP)17 for playback over a loudspeaker array. The propagation and receiver processing stages are performed in 
real-time on the AuSIM Goldserver™, a dedicated audio digital signal processing (DSP) computer.18 When coupled 
with the remaining elements of CNoTE, the listener is exposed to synthesized aircraft flyover noise within a 3-D 
virtual reality environment, inclusive of computer graphics visualization.  
The NLR software, the Virtual Community Noise Simulator (VCNS),13 is a derivative of NASA CNoTE. The 
NLR uses the VCNS to demonstrate potential changes around airports to policy makers and to study aircraft noise 
impact in urban environments. The software is expanded in the sense that it contains a dedicated tool chain 
comprised of flight mechanics, source sound prediction and non-homogeneous atmospheric propagation. In a 
departure from the NASA approach, the sound is synthesized at the listener rather than at the source, in effect 
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producing a pseudo-recording which is subsequently processed for 3-D presentation. Results from both the prior 
NASA and NLR frameworks are uniquely capable of presenting predicted flyover noise in an early design stage of 
an aircraft or new procedure.  
B. Requirements 
The goal of the new framework is, in the end, to allow real-time simulation of flyover noise created by an 
arbitrary aircraft flying an arbitrary trajectory, through an arbitrary atmosphere. While not presently performed, the 
prior frameworks would allow this with the exception of the arbitrary atmosphere. Including an arbitrary atmosphere 
adds the requirement to determine the curved path(s) as a function of time along the flight trajectory, and to compute 
and apply the integrated absorption, time delay and spreading loss along those paths.  
The curved path influences the emission and receiver angles in a more complicated fashion than in the straight-
line propagation. As in the existing approach, the simulation framework should allow immersion of a test subject in 
a virtual reality environment to reproduce outdoor listening conditions as closely as possible. It should additionally 
allow the subject to affect the propagation path through his own movement. As will be discussed, the calculation of 
the curved path is computationally intensive and is presently not performed in real-time. Therefore an architecture 
was desired which allows off-line processing for present use, but is amenable to future real-time implementation 
with minor modifications.  
C. Atmospheric Propagation 
Most aircraft noise prediction models assume a homogeneous atmosphere where the sound waves, as a 
consequence, travel along straight paths. This disallows the formation of shadow zones and the potential for 
multiple, curved propagation paths from a source to a listener. These effects, however, do result from an 
inhomogeneous atmosphere where wind and/or temperature gradients cause refraction. The Fast Field Program 
(FFP)19 method included in the NLR tool chain was initially explored to predict these effects, but proved to be too 
computationally expensive for its intended simulation use.13 Therefore a fast ray tracing method20 was developed 
that could deliver similar results at a fraction of the computational expense. Although there are more accurate 
models than ray tracing,21 they do not provide easy access to data necessary for noise synthesis, namely emission 
and receiver angles, and full traceable paths along which to integrate attenuation and time delay. Further, they are 
more computationally expensive.  
 
1. Ray tracing  
The ray tracing code is based on the numerical integration of Snell’s law.20 The index of refraction is based on 
the effective speed of sound profile that simulates the atmospheric propagation effects.21 This assumption is 
generally valid if the atmospheric conditions do not change radically over one wavelength. A change in the index of 
refraction will lead to a change in direction of the ray path and, as a result, the entire path usually exhibits curvature. 
The effective sound speed, ceff, is the summation of the sound speed based on the temperature and the wind field in 
the direction of propagation, as in Eq. (1). It is further referred to in this paper as the sound speed profile.  
 
( )ψϕγ −+= cosweff VRTc                         (1) 
 
Here γ is the adiabatic index, R is the molar gas constant, T is the (local) absolute temperature, Vw is the local 
horizontal wind speed, and ϕ and ψ specify the propagation and wind direction. In this way, the wind direction 
relative to the propagation direction is accounted for in the calculation of the sound speed profile. The azimuthal 
dependency of the wind field is thus collapsed in a sound speed profile that only changes with the altitude. This is 
sometimes referred to as a “2.5-dimensional” modeling approach. 
In case of downwind propagation, i.e., for the wind blowing in the direction of sound propagation, the wind term 
is added to the temperature term. However, in case of upwind propagation, the wind term is subtracted from the 
temperature term. Consequently, the propagation effects in up- and downwind conditions differ as sketched in 
Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 The qualitative effects of wind on ray paths from a sound source for both upwind and downwind positions.  
Figure 1 shows some of the most important effects and limitations of ray tracing. This has implications for the 
audible sound and therefore these limitations are treated here briefly.  
The person sketched at the upwind location does not receive any sound rays from the source. Accordingly, ray 
tracing predicts the so-called shadow zone to be a silent area where no sound from the source is present. Effects 
other than refraction, like diffraction, scattering due to turbulence and ground waves, are not included in Snell’s law 
but cause some sound energy to be present in a shadow zone. The absence of any sound at all in the shadow zone, as 
predicted by ray tracing, is not accurate. To circumvent this limitation, a correction method based on the previously 
mentioned FFP is used. For typical linear sound speed profiles, a linear loss parameter (dB per meter into the 
shadow zone) is calculated. The parameter depends on the strength of the gradient of the effective sound speed and 
frequency. As a result, a linear empirical relation was found that is used to correct the ray tracing results:  
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where xl and xsz are the listener and the shadow zone positions (shown in Figure 1). Ldiff is the calculated correction 
in decibels based on two components Ld1 and Ld2 which depend linearly on the frequency f and the strength of the 
sound speed gradient from the ground up to the source height. The diffraction correction, resulting from Eq. (2), is 
added to the loss at the shadow zone boundary. This engineering method works well for linear sound speed gradients 
and was also checked against results of the FFP for a logarithmic wind speed profile. A typical result from this 
analysis is shown in Figure 2 for a source at an altitude of 400 m and a listener at 1.2 m height. 
 
  
Figure 2 Typical results for the sound pressure level at a listener for 170 Hz (left) and 452 Hz (right) in a logarithmic wind 
profile. The ray tracing is augmented with the diffraction procedure and its results are comparable to the FFP. For 
reference, the homogeneous (no wind) solution is included. 
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From Figure 2 it becomes clear that the method works relatively well for its intended purpose. The reduction in 
computation time is dramatic since no explicit FFP calculation is required during the course of the simulation. Since 
the correction method becomes unbounded with increasing distance into the shadow zone, a lower limit of this 
correction factor is used. This limit is set as 30 dB below the spherical spreading (homogeneous) solution. 
 In the case of downwind propagation, two other important effects are noticeable from Figure 1. The first one is a 
so-called “caustic.” If the distance between two adjacent launched rays grows small, i.e., the rays become focused, 
an unbounded rise of the theoretical sound pressure level can occur. This is nonphysical and was therefore limited to 
10 dB in excess off the spherical spreading solution. This limit was checked against FFP results and judged to be an 
adequate assumption. Another effect particular to the downwind direction is that more than a single ray pair 
(containing a direct and ground reflected path), or none at all, may reach the listener instead of always just a single 
pair for the homogeneous case. Sound reaching the listener might thus come from multiple directivity angles, each 
traveling through different atmospheric conditions. Therefore, for both upwind and downwind propagation, the 
emission angle at which the sound is synthesized is dependent on the weather conditions, in contrast to the synthesis 
for a straight-line path. 
 
2. Compact source 
Aircraft sound is composed out of many individual sources that propagate towards the listener. In the prior 
frameworks, the sources could be spatially distributed over the aircraft geometry, e.g., the jet noise comes from a 
different location than the landing gear noise. Such an approach was tractable since the path calculation was trivial. 
In case of the new framework, this would necessitate the ray tracing to be performed for every source location on the 
aircraft. This brute force approach requires an undesirable computational expense and therefore a slightly different 
approach is used. The alternative approach assumes the entire aircraft to be a compact sound source. As such, all 
sources follow the same propagation path, as found by ray tracing, and the source position is assumed to be some 
reference location, e.g., the center of gravity. The underlying assumption is that the difference in source locations on 
the aircraft does not affect the propagation path in such a way that different propagation characteristics are required. 
As a result, the total sound is composed by adding all individual sources that are propagated with a common ray 
tracing result. The only difference that is taken into account is the difference in travel time between individual 
sources. This difference is calculated based on straight-line path calculations. First the straight-line path travel time 
for each spatially distributed source is calculated and subtracted from the straight-line path travel time for the 
reference location. The resulting differences are then added to the common travel time of the curved ray path to 
obtain a unique travel time for each spatially distributed source. Using this approach, modeling of phase differences 
between (correlated) noise sources on the aircraft is still possible.  
 
3. Implications for the new framework 
Atmospheric propagation effects like curved paths are recognized to impact the audible results in several ways. 
To actually simulate the curved paths in the new framework, the following critical points need to be treated:  
 
• The rays each originate from a different angle compared to the straight-line path case. This is important 
since most aircraft noise sources have directional radiation patterns. As a result, the noise that must be 
synthesized depends on the atmospheric conditions and the distance between the source and the listener.  
• The number of paths is increased. In the case of the straight-line path assumption, there is only one ray 
pair containing a direct and ground reflected path. This is also true of the upwind condition shown in 
Figure 1, where the ground reflected ray is omitted for clarity. However, in the case of downwind 
propagation, there are two ray pairs for the condition shown in Figure 1. Consequently the number of 
paths increases from two to four. This requires additional bookkeeping and increases the simulation 
workload which is directly proportional to the number of paths. 
• Along each path, the travel time of the sound is integrated to obtain the total travel time to reach the 
listener. The time rate of change of the time delay at the listener simulates the Doppler shift9 and must 
therefore be treated carefully. 
• Along each path, the atmospheric absorption is accumulated as the sum of piecewise frequency dependent 
absorption per length. For the straight-line path with a stationary listener, this could be computed solely 
as a function of slant range (distance from source to listener). 
• Along each path, the interaction of the ray with the ground must be accounted for by integrating the 
frequency dependent attenuation associated with each reflection. In realistic wind fields, the sound might 
reach a listener only through reflection off the ground. In Figure 1 this would require ground attenuation 
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for the blue ray path but not the black ray path, as only the former reflects off the ground before it reaches 
the listener.  
• As is seen from Figure 1, the angles at which the rays reach the listener vary per path. This has an impact 
on the propagated sound since the ground attenuation is a function of the incidence angle. Further, 
direction of the sound received by the listener is simulated using the receiver angle to determine the set of 
HRTFs used for binaural simulation, or the VBAP weights used for loudspeaker playback. 
 
The propagation through a non-uniform atmosphere thus has an effect on every part of the simulation. As such, 
the computation has to start with calculation of the curved eigenray(s). The next section highlights some of the 
processing steps necessary in this new framework to treat these effects.  
D. Framework architecture 
Given the fact that the propagation is the driving calculation for the simulation framework, the prior approaches 
do not suffice, as they compute the straight-line path. Figure 3 shows the newly developed framework. It is 
convenient to describe the framework as consisting of three processing chains. The first chain is devoted to path 
definition and source noise synthesis. The second chain is responsible for applying the integrated time delay, 
atmospheric absorption, ground plane attenuation and spreading loss to propagate the sound to the ground. The third 
chain is responsible for rendering the propagated sound to the listener over headphones or a loudspeaker array. As 
previously indicated, this first implementation of the framework does not allow for real-time processing, but can be 
modified later to facilitate this. Each chain is discussed in further detail below. 
 
 
 
Figure 3 Flowchart of the new framework showing three processing chains. 
In the first chain, information about the source and propagation medium, as well as the source and listener 
positions are required as input. Source noise synthesis may be based either on a priori computed source noise 
directivity patterns, as a function of discrete polar and azimuth angles (spheres or hemispheres), or on real-time 
computed directivity patterns using empirically based models. In either case, the directivity is a function of the 
operating condition and can be expressed in either the frequency or time domain. Calculation of realistic 
atmospheric input is not trivial and therefore measurements are preferred for input.22 Note that scattering due to 
atmospheric turbulence is a time dependent characteristic not presently included in the simulation. Ground 
impedance model parameters, e.g., flow resistivity, are also required as input. 
Chain 3 Chain 2 
Source:  x, y, z, t 
Listener:  x, y, z, t 
Source Directivity 
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In the initial, non-real-time, version of the framework, the source and listener trajectories are specified as part of 
the input. In a future real-time implementation, the aircraft position could come from a flight simulator and the 
listener position from a tracking sensor (as shown). Under either scenario, once the input data is specified, a loop 
over simulation time is started in which the curved path analysis and synthesis are performed. For every time 
increment, the aircraft and listener positions are interpolated. It should be noted that the source and listener 
trajectories are also required for visual scene generation in the virtual reality environment (not explicitly shown in 
Figure 3). Within the virtual reality environment, the real-time listener orientation is required to position the virtual 
source according to the receiver angle obtained from the path analysis. The operation is performed within the third 
processing chain. 
Note that some limitations on the listener movement are presently required. The path calculation is performed at 
each time increment based on the instantaneous source and listener positions, i.e., at the emission time. Since the 
travel time may be many seconds, it must be assumed that the listener does not translate sufficiently far during that 
time so as to necessitate a new path calculation. Further, although the ground impedance can vary according to 
location, the terrain in which the listener moves must be flat to preclude the possibility of the listener moving behind 
an obstacle, e.g., mountain or building, and partially shield the incoming sound. Diffraction around obstacles is 
presently not incorporated. 
From the ray tracing analysis, the number of possible paths and their corresponding emission and receiver angles 
are computed. As indicated above, the receiver angles are used in the third rendering chain to position the source in 
the virtual reality environment. The emission angles are used to synthesize the instantaneous pressure time histories 
(one per path) at the moving source, using the source directivity as described above. In this respect, the new 
framework is consistent with the earlier CNoTE implementation. The synthesis methodology is dependent on the 
source type. Previous work by the authors focused on broadband synthesis9,10 (e.g., jet noise), tonal synthesis12 (e.g., 
fan noise), and time domain synthesis11 (e.g., rotary wing noise). 
Concurrent with the synthesis operation, the integration of time delay, atmospheric and ground plane absorption, 
and spreading loss is performed per path. The absorption and spreading loss are expressed as linear phase Finite 
Impulse Response (FIR) filters, as described in Section II.E. This information together with the synthesized pressure 
time histories is passed to the second chain for propagation processing. In the present implementation, the time loop 
is incremented through the course of the full trajectory until the entire pressure time histories of the moving sources 
are synthesized along with the time histories of integrated time delays and filters. 
In the second chain, the synthesized sounds at the moving sources are propagated to produce pseudo-recordings 
at the listener position. The framework was built in Matlab and a dedicated off-line DSP engine was programmed to 
apply the integrated time delay and filter to the synthesized sound source. In the future real-time framework, this 
operation will be executed on the GoldServer™. 
In the final processing chain, the sounds are rendered to a tracked listener using the Goldserver™ which works 
together with a real-time graphics server to produce the virtual reality environment. Together the audio and graphics 
servers complete the simulation of the flyover event including realistic positioned audio and visual cues. The 
positional audio is achieved using binaural simulation with HRTF filtering for playback over headphones, or using 
VBAP for playback over a speaker array. In the present implementation, the time delayed receiver angles are used to 
position the virtual sources. In this fashion, the rendering chain is performed in the same manner as if the propagated 
source at the listener position were an actual microphone recording at the simulated listener height.9 
E. Applying atmospheric propagation through DSP 
The propagation characteristics, e.g., travel time, spreading losses and absorption, are calculated with the help of 
ray tracing. Applying these calculated characteristics is done by processing the synthesized sound with delay, 
filtering and gain operations. At each processing increment of the first chain, the time delay is calculated as the 
integrated time along the curved path. The time delay decreases as the aircraft nears the listener and increases as the 
aircraft retreats. The rate in which the time delay decreases and increases is proportional to the Doppler shift as it 
effectively compresses and stretches the synthesized source pressure time history. The total delay is applied on a 
sample-by-sample basis at a regular audio sampling rate much greater than the time increment used to calculate the 
path. Therefore, the delay must be interpolated at the sample level and fractional delay lines must be used.9  
In the case of spherical spreading of sound, i.e., straight-line propagation path, the spreading losses are frequency 
independent and the gain is readily calculated from the geometry. The spreading losses for curved paths depend on 
the spatial density of the sound rays near the listener. In case of ray focusing, the rays are close together, so the 
losses are less than spherical spreading. The opposite holds for defocusing, where the loss is greater than spherical 
spreading. There is no frequency dependency in the focusing modeling approach, but the shadow zone correction 
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depends on the frequency, see Eq. (2). As a result, the total spreading loss is frequency dependent for the curved 
path. Applying a gain to the source sound does not suffice in that case and a filter is necessary.  
The filtering operation treats three separate effects: the atmospheric absorption, the spreading losses and the 
ground reflection. Atmospheric absorption is a frequency dependent loss that depends on humidity and temperature 
along the ray path. Spreading losses, frequency dependent or not, are added to the atmospheric absorption to find an 
overall frequency dependent loss. The FIR filter taps are computed by taking an Inverse Fast Fourier Transform 
(IFFT) of the desired (magnitude only) frequency response. The filtering operation is performed in an overlap-add 
fashion23 which allows the filtered output to vary smoothly with changes to the filter during the course of a flyover. 
If the ray reaches the listener after being reflected off the ground, the ground impedance must additionally be taken 
into account. The ground impedance is regarded as a complex valued transfer function.24 The combined atmospheric 
and spreading losses are multiplied with the ground impedance transfer function in the frequency domain, i.e. a 
convolution operation, and inverse transformed to obtain the required FIR filter taps. The resulting filter is applied to 
simulate the ground reflected path after being delayed by a small additional travel time due to the ray path length 
difference. This small delay effectively causes the well-known ground interference pattern, referred to as a comb 
filter in the literature23, after mixing the direct and ground reflected propagated signals.  
III. Results 
A full flyover simulation using the newly developed framework is demonstrated. The aircraft source was 
comprised of jet noise13 combined with tonal components of fan noise12. The jet noise prediction was based upon a 
CF6-80C2 engine from a Boeing 747-400, whereas the fan noise prediction was based upon the Honeywell Tech977 
engine.25 Because the simulation is prediction-based, alternative configurations are possible. Each noise component 
is synthesized independently and combined prior to propagation. The aircraft itself is flying a straight and level 
trajectory from x=6000 to -6000 m, at an altitude of 152 m (500 ft.), with a speed of 100 m/s. Both the engine fan 
and jet noise components are simulated at 87% N1.  
The listener is moving perpendicularly away from the ground track of the aircraft at a walking pace (5 km/h). As 
a consequence the aircraft does not fly directly over the listener. The ground surface specified had a variable 
effective flow resistivity and the ground impedance is calculated with the Delaney & Bazley model24. As the listener 
was allowed to walk through the virtual environment, the impedance changed slowly. The varying impedance is 
categorized, for the entire simulation, as “rough roadside dirt.”26  
Researchers often apply a boundary layer model that is valid close to the ground, which yields logarithmic wind 
and temperature profiles for acoustic propagation problems. The most well-known of the boundary layer models are 
formed by the Businger-Dyer equations.22 These equations exclude the possibilities of wind speed inversions and 
changing wind directions. These limitations are circumvented by using measurements. The atmosphere specified 
was measured at Wallops field (VA) on the 10th of October 2011 at noon. The measurement is accessible through a 
University of Wyoming internet site27 and is depicted in Figure 4. 
 
 
Figure 4 Atmospheric conditions as used throughout the paper 
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The depicted atmosphere has a temperature inversion around 200 m. An inversion is defined here as an altitude 
where the gradient of the quantity changes sign. In this particular atmosphere, the temperature increases from the 
ground level up until 200 m where it starts to decrease. Since the simulated aircraft flyover occurs at 152 m, it is 
below the temperature inversion. The relative humidity and temperature are important in the calculation of the 
atmospheric absorption.28 The wind direction changed slightly from a North-East wind at the ground to a Northern 
wind at higher altitudes. The corresponding wind speed increased to a maximum of roughly 13 m/s at 300 m. The 
aircraft is flying on a North bound track, i.e., going towards the North thus moving from an upwind to a downwind 
position relative to the listener. The corresponding sound speed profiles were calculated and are shown in Figure 5.  
Note that the straight-line path results were calculated for a non-uniform atmosphere for accurate accumulation of 
the total atmospheric absorption, but wind effects were ignored.  
 
  
 
      (a)                                    (b)                       (c) 
Figure 5a shows three sound speed profiles: the upwind (blue), downwind (red) and temperature only (green). Figure 5b 
shows the general ray tracing result for the upwind sound speed profile; the blue dot is the source and the red square the 
listener. Figure 5c shows the resulting eigenray, i.e., the ray closest to the listener. 
A. Ray tracing results 
The ray tracing algorithm launches sound rays from the source position at many initial launching angles. Only 
the ray that reaches the listener is of interest for further processing as it contains the path that the synthesized sound 
will follow. This particular ray is called an eigenray. Finding the eigenray is exercised in an iterative manner by 
zooming in on the closest ray, and re-launching a new cluster of rays in a new direction around the last closest ray. 
After a few iterations an eigenray is found with the desired accuracy. Not only is the angular resolution refined by 
this iterative procedure, the time step of the integration is reduced as well. As a result, the first iterations are done 
computationally fast to establish a direction of where to find the eigenray. Further temporal and angular refinement 
gives the desired accuracy, albeit with increasing computational expense. In Figure 5c, the eigenray does not come 
near the listener because of the upwind conditions (Figure 5a, blue line). This means that the listener is in a shadow 
zone and the diffraction correction, described earlier, is used. Note that the curvature of the rays depends on the 
gradient of the speed of sound profile. Looking back to Figure 5a, it becomes clear that the sound speed profile 
based on the temperature only (green line) does not show gradients as large as the up- or downwind case. 
Atmospheric refractive effects are in this case primarily caused by wind gradients rather than temperature gradients.  
As the aircraft flies along the trajectory, the speed of sound profile changes according to Eq. (1). The ray tracing 
is recalculated to obtain the eigenray(s) for each new aircraft position relative to the listener. Figure 6 shows 
snapshots of the eigenray(s) as the aircraft is flying through the atmosphere along its trajectory. The distance 
indicated on the abscissa is the relative distance between the projected source and listener. That is, the listener 
moves slowly, but the main change is due to the aircraft moving left to right. The first snapshot of Figure 6 
corresponds to the conditions found in Figure 5. 
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    t = 10 s.        t = 24 s.         t = 36s. 
 
   
 
     t = 46 s.         t = 66 s.         t = 80 s.  
 
   
 
     t = 90 s.         t = 97 s.         t = 106 s.  
 
   
 
    t = 110 s.         t = 112 s.         t = 114 s.  
 
Figure 6 Snapshots depicting the eigenray(s) from different points along the aircraft trajectory are taken. The time shown 
is the emission time, i.e., the time at the source. From 0-58s, the aircraft is upwind and from 58-114s, the aircraft is 
downwind. The black line is the 1st eigenray, the green line is the 2nd eigenray and the blue line is the 3rd eigenray. 
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The emission angle of the sound can be calculated for use in noise synthesis from the launch angle of the 
eigenray(s). The emission angle is the angle used in the calculation of the source directivity pattern. In case of the 
Stone jet noise model29 or the Heidmann fan model30,31, the source is assumed to be axisymmetric, i.e., no azimuthal 
dependency. In this work, the small fan update to the Heidmann fan model, as implemented in ANOPP,15 is used. 
The emission angle can differ from the launching angle in two ways. First, the engine can be tilted upward or even 
change its orientation during flight, e.g., like a Bell Boeing Osprey tilt-rotor. Second, the  source directivity models 
may be limited to a range of emission angles, as discussed below. Taking these considerations into account, the 
emission angle is calculated and is shown in Figure 7 for a fixed upward tilt angle of 1 degree.  
 
 
Figure 7 As a result of the curved eigenrays, the emission angle has changed from the straight path assumption. The effect 
is the largest at the start and end of the simulation. 
From 0-36 s there is a visible difference between the straight and curved path emission angles in Figure 7. This is 
because the aircraft is in a shadow zone; a propagation phenomena that is not be captured by the straight path 
approach. The 1st eigenray has a constant emission angle from the limiting ray, i.e., the ray that forms the boundary 
between the “illuminated” zone and the shadow zone. This effect is also noted in the snapshots of Figure 6, during 
the first 36 s where the eigenray remains roughly the same. Due to bending of the rays, no ray reaches the listener 
and therefore the closest ray and its characteristics are used.  
When the aircraft emerges from the shadow zone the difference between the emission angle of the 1st eigenray 
and the straight path quickly diminishes and the straight path result is essentially recovered. In other words, the rays 
nearly follow the straight line ray paths. This is also noticeable in the snapshots of Figure 6 where the curvature 
becomes larger for larger distances between the source and listener.  
From the snapshots it also becomes apparent that the launching angle changes significantly between the upwind 
and downwind positions. Referring to snapshots at 10 and 80 s, the relative positions between the listener and source 
are similar, although the former is upwind and the latter downwind. In the first case the rays are launched downward 
and are curved upwards, whereas in the latter case the rays are launched upwards and are bent downwards.  
At around 75 s, the first eigenray is launched horizontally. The emission angle shows a maximum at that 
position, but is less than 180 degrees because the source is tilted and the listener is down and to the side. After about 
75 s, eigenrays are launched upward. Note however that since the directivity pattern is axisymmetric, it is mirrored 
about 180 degrees. As a matter of bookkeeping, directivity angles in excess of 180 degrees are indicated at their 
mirrored value. Consequently, the emission angles shown in Figure 7 begin to decrease after 75 s as the launch angle 
becomes more upward, see Figure 6. 
After 102 s, there are multiple eigenrays that reach the observer, each with a unique emission angle and ray path.  
This is in contrast with the straight-line path result for which there can only be one ray. In the case of multiple 
eigenrays due to atmospheric conditions, the straight path assumption is not valid. As such, comparing the emission 
angle of the straight path to the 2nd and 3rd eigenray is not valid.  
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The receiver angle is also affected by the curved rays. A change in receiver angle affects the ground plane 
reflection in two ways; the wave reflection coefficient is dependent on the incidence angle and differences in path 
length between the direct and ground reflected rays (relative to the straight line path case) cause a different ground 
interference pattern. A change in receiver angle from the straight-path also affects the perception of the source 
location by the listener. Figure 8 shows the receiver angle for the curved paths and the straight path.  
 
 
Figure 8 The receiver angle as used for the ground reflection coefficient calculation and the path length difference 
between the direct (eigen)ray and the ground reflected ray. 
From Figure 8 it is clear that the receiver angle is symmetric for the straight path assumption whereas the 
receiver angle is asymmetric for the curved ray paths. The receiver angle does not reach 90 degrees as the listener is 
moving, in this case at a walking pace to the side of the aircraft ground track. The first eigenray receiver angle is, as 
for the emission angle, constant during the first 36 s due to the fact that the limiting ray is used. A few small 
wrinkles are visible and will be explained in the following section addressing total loss. After emerging from the 
shadow zone at around 36 s, the difference between the straight path and the first eigenray quickly diminishes. As 
the aircraft flies over (~57 s) the receiver angles are similar as the rays do not exhibit much curvature. At around 
65 s, the receiver angle of the 1st eigenray does not decrease further and is relatively constant up until 80 s, after 
which it starts to increase again. This means that the sound at the listener is coming in from a steeper angle than 
expected from a straight path assumption. After roughly 97 s the receiver angle becomes constant for the first 
eigenray. This can be explained by the snapshots where it is seen that the first eigenray can no longer reach the 
listener. If a ray goes over an altitude of 300 m along its trajectory, the ray is refracted upwards by the wind. This is 
due to the decreasing sound speed above this altitude in the downwind condition (red line in Figure 5a). As such, the 
eigenray cannot reach the listener and a constant angle of the limiting case is used together with the diffraction 
correction to simulate the sound emanating from the nearest ray position, per Eq. (2). The eigenray solution is 
retained as the aircraft retreats because the same eigenray might again reach the listener at some greater distance, see 
for example the 2nd eigenray at 114 s.  
Like the emission angle (see Figure 7), the receiver angle of the 3rd eigenray grows towards the angle of the 1st 
eigenray. Looking back to the snapshots it is seen that the corresponding ray paths reach the same maximum altitude 
of 300 m. Any ray going over this altitude is refracted upwards and thus outside the range of interest for this 
simulation. Since both eigenrays follow similarly curved, albeit offset, trajectories, similar receiver angles are found 
since the rays follow identical arcs. 
The associated losses per ray, as used in the filters, are depicted in Figure 9 for three different frequencies. Note 
that the shown losses are generally compiled from the spreading loss and the atmospheric absorption. In case the 
eigenray has reflected off the ground before reaching the listener, e.g., eigenray 2 and 3, the ground attenuation is 
included as well.  
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Figure 9 The total loss as used to obtain the filter characteristics for three typical frequencies. The red line is the straight 
path result, the black line is the 1st eigenray, the green line is the 2nd eigenray and the blue line is the 3rd eigenray. 
 As with the emission- and receiver-angle, the straight path (red line) is symmetric whereas the curved path 
results are not. The shadow zone associated with the upwind propagation is present from 0-36 s. Clearly the losses 
are much larger compared to the straight path result due to the shadow zone and these losses increase with 
increasing frequency. At around 36 s the shadow zone ceases to exist as the aircraft comes closer. This is noticeable 
by small wrinkles in the loss lines for the first eigenray. Note that the wrinkles become more pronounced for the 
2500 Hz result even before the 30 s mark. This is due to the fact that the limiting ray, i.e., the ray dividing the 
illuminated and shadow zone, is very sensitive to launch angle. A small deviation in launching angle due to a 
moving aircraft or listener, changes the sound speed profile as in Eq. (1) and results in a small difference in the 
shadow zone position and corresponding spreading loss. Since the losses are well over 80 dB, or even closer to 
100 dB for the 2500 Hz solution, small wrinkles have no audible effect on an already highly attenuated signal.  
As the aircraft emerges from the shadow zone and comes closer to the listener, the rays become less curved. As a 
result the differences in total loss between the straight path and the 1st eigenray become smaller and diminish when 
the aircraft is flying closest. From 75 s onwards, the 1st eigenray loss line starts to show some wrinkles again. 
Looking back to the snapshots in Figure 6 it is noticed that the launching angle has crossed the horizontal at this 
position. At that point the ray is launched at a very shallow angle from the source. At shallow launching angles, rays 
are susceptible to small changes in the sound speed profile. As the aircraft is moving, and the sound speed profile 
changes, eigenrays reaching the listener launched at a shallow angle show the small changes in sound speed profile 
in their overall loss as small wrinkles.  Around 85 s, this effect becomes more prominent as the rays reach an altitude 
of 220 m. At that point, the wind direction changes slightly causing, yet again, a tiny irregularity in the sound speed 
profile. Rays travelling through this irregularity at a shallow angle are affected, i.e. curved more towards the ground. 
Rays reaching this altitude at a steeper angle are relatively unaffected and curve at a more gradual rate towards the 
ground. Figure 10 shows this effect with a snapshot of some rays launched from the source at an emission time of 
85 s.  
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Figure 10  At an emission time of 85 s, rays launched from the source experience a very shallow angle at a downwind 
range of around 1250 m. Note the difference in ray density before and after 3050 m.  
Near 3000-3050 m the rays are close together, i.e., they are focused as shown in Figure 10. Further downwind, 
the rays reach the ground but are spread farther apart, i.e., they are defocused. Close observation of Figure 9 shows 
that before 85 s the loss is lower compared to the straight path result. After a few seconds the loss becomes higher 
again. This is due to the focusing and defocusing of the rays originating as a combination of a small irregularity in 
the sound speed profile and the shallow angle at which the ray reaches the irregularity. The consequence of this is 
audible as a modulation of the overall sound level.  
Around 97 s, the 1st eigenray reaches its limiting altitude of 300 m, above which upward refraction negates the 
possibility of that ray reaching the listener. From that time on, the diffraction correction is applied as the shadow 
zone moves over the listener. This condition remains in effect up until 102 s, at which point the 2nd eigenray 
becomes feasible and propagates sound from the source towards the listener. From 104 s onwards, the 3rd eigenray is 
feasible as well. Both the 2nd and the 3rd eigenray are focused and lead to a smaller spreading loss compared to the 
straight path result. However, due to the curvature, the ray path is extended and the rays experience more absorption. 
The remaining sound energy is further attenuated by the ground reflection along the ray paths. These two effects 
balance the effect of focusing. The low frequency results are not influenced as much by the attenuation and therefore 
show the distinct effect of focusing, a (slightly) lower total loss than the straight path. Focusing effects are thus 
expected to only have a noticeable effect on the low frequency sound emanating from an aircraft.  
B. Synthesis results 
Having all the propagation characteristics at hand, it is possible to apply them to the synthesized source sound 
and render the sound at the listener. The resulting pseudo-recordings are presented as spectrograms showing the 
distribution of sound energy for the aircraft flyover. Figure 11 shows the spectrograms for the straight path 
propagation (top figure) and the curved path propagation (bottom figure), where the time indicated is the receiver 
time, and the maximum frequency shown is limited to 10 kHz for clarity. The forward and aft radiated fan tones are 
clearly visible and were synthesized at the blade passage frequency (BPF) and three harmonics of the BPF. Also 
visible are “buzz-saw” tones which are present at multiples of the shaft speed at high power settings. The effect of 
Doppler shift is clearly seen in the tones. At the closest location, the Doppler shift factor is a minimum and the tones 
are close to the BPF frequency (3258 Hz) and its harmonics.  
The indentations in the spectrogram indicate the comb filtering effect caused by the ground interference. The 
comb filtering pattern for the straight path is, as expected, consistent with earlier work.9 The ground interference 
pattern associated with the curved path is markedly changed. The indentations are curved as a result of the different 
receiver angles demonstrated in Figure 8. The asymmetry of the receiver angles manifests itself in the spectrogram 
and results in an upward turned interference pattern for upwind conditions and downward turned pattern for 
downwind conditions.  
Because the synthesis was started at an upwind distance of 6000 m, this resulted in a roughly 17 s period of dead 
time before the sound is audible. This is an artifact of the manner in which the simulation began. For the straight 
path, this causes the rather abrupt presence of the sound. For the curved path, the upwind conditions indicate the 
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presence of the shadow zone which attenuates the sound until it emerges at a receiver time of roughly 45 s. As a 
result of the shadow zone, the first BPF is audible at an earlier stage (~35 s) for the straight path propagation case 
compared to the curved path propagation a few seconds later.   
 
 
 
Figure 11 The spectrograms for the straight path assumption (top) and the curved path assumption (bottom).  
Besides the changes in the ground interference pattern, the increasing loss at around 85 s emission time is due to 
entrance into the shadow zone of the 1st eigenray (see Figure 6), which is clearly visible in the spectrogram of the 
curved case at a receiver time of ~98 s. From that point up until 117 s the audible sound is decreased as there are no 
rays reaching the listener directly despite the downwind conditions. At 117 s, the 2nd and 3rd eigenray paths start to 
propagate sound towards the listener and increase the noise level. During the period from 85-117 s, only low 
frequency noise is present. After 117 s, the ground interference pattern is obscured since multiple paths with 
different ground interference patterns interact to fill up the indentations.  
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The resulting LA,max and Sound Exposure Level (SEL) values, integrated over the entire flyover, are shown in 
Table 1.  
 
Table 1 Integrated noise metrics for the straight path and curved path result 
Metric Straight path - dB(A) Curved path - dB(A) 
LA,max 78.90 78.45 
SEL 84.24 84.21 
 
From Table 1 it becomes clear that the difference between the straight and curved path approach is small. This is 
due to the fact that the LA,max value is typically measured when the distance between the aircraft and listener is the 
smallest. At that point the eigenrays are relatively straight and, as a result, return the same results as using the 
straight path assumption. The difference in SEL is, as a result, minute since it is dominated by the higher values of 
LA. This effectively shows that weather dependent effects are not reflected in typical metrics in case of an aircraft 
flyover for the used atmosphere. For more prominent directional sources that also emit a lot of low frequency sound 
like helicopters, the curved path results are likely to have more influence. 
IV. Conclusion 
A new framework that allows the synthesis of aircraft flyover noise through a non-homogeneous atmosphere is 
in place at NLR and NASA. Although it is known that the curved paths will affect aircraft sound, inclusion of 
curved path atmospheric propagation in a synthesis environment is not trivial. The new framework emerged after 
consideration of several options. Ultimately it was settled on not only for its ability to perform the simulation now, 
but also because it is amenable to real-time implementation in the future. Through the use of new and existing codes, 
the new framework allows simulation of aircraft flyovers in non-homogeneous atmospheres. 
It is shown that the propagation losses, emission and receiver angles are affected by the curved path. This is 
especially true at low elevation angles of the aircraft and relatively large distances. For the case considered, the 
differences in emission angle and total losses diminished at elevation angles greater than around 5 deg. and ranges 
less than 2000 m. The receiver angle is more sensitive with deviations indicated up to about 10 deg. elevation angle 
and ranges up to 1000 m. Based on this, it is concluded that if the aircraft elevation angle, with respect to the 
listener, is greater than 10 degrees, curved path effects due to refraction do not cause prominent audible differences 
compared to straight path results. This result is atmosphere dependent, so different atmospheric conditions might 
show more (or less) of an effect. Additional research is necessary to see if this conclusion may be generalized, and 
how it may be affected at different flight altitudes, and by cross-winds, gusting conditions, and diffraction around 
non-flat terrain.  
For this flyover case it is clear that the most changes due to refractive effects are under relative shallow elevation 
angles. This is also reflected by the absence of major impact by the curved path assumption on the noise metrics. 
However, if the aircraft does not fly directly over a listener position the effect of atmospheric propagation is 
expected to make a more pronounced difference. Perhaps there are “smart ways” to use shadow zones as noise 
minimizing measures to reduce the noise impact in communities near airports. A future study to this end is one of 
the desired uses of this new capability.  
Finally, a real-time implementation of the framework is envisaged in the coming years. There are several steps 
that can be included to speed up the current implementation. The current implementation was prototyped in Matlab, 
and greater efficiency can be gained by porting it to a lower level programming language, e.g. C++. The real 
bottleneck however is in the calculation of the eigenrays. Two ideas have emerged from this study which can help 
reduce the computational burden. The first is to speed up the algorithm by starting each new trajectory point with the 
previous solution. Currently each new ray-tracing calculation is started without regard to the prior solution. The 
second idea is to take advantage of the parallelism offered by graphics processing units (GPU) over a standard CPU.  
Since each ray calculation is independent, the increase in speed for each ray bundle is proportional the number of 
processors employed. 
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